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                                                 ABSTRACT

In any field of education, the teacher is more vital than the taught. If one student is bad, only that student is affected. And if a teacher is bad, hundreds of students are spoiled” (1). It is true that character is the essence of a good education, involving both the teachers and students. Without the teachers, the learning process cannot start, without students, the process cannot be completed, without the character formation of the students, the acquired knowledge will not be of any benefit either to themselves or to the Nigeria society. In our universities today, character formation, a traditionally dynamic discipline has been abandoned by both our educational planners, administrators and curriculum managers. The result is that our Nigerian universities are becoming hotbeds of administrative sloth, corruption, sexual license, immoral/indecent behaviours, cultism, examination malpractices, admission racketeering, incessant strikes, irregular sessional breakages and even criminal violence. You must permit me to design a framework of analysis which will expose the proper context under which we will present this lead paper. We will do that by looking at the key words which will run through the gamut of the essay.The key words are authoritative moral signposts that will guide our search for how value-based character education will regenerate university education in Nigeria.
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Let me make a confession before this huge audience of assembled university Vice-chancellors, administrators, academics, students and professional philosophers. I have a mission to explain philosophy, practicalize it and entrust this academic discipline with the humanitarian task of serving the welfare of man in the fields of action. The actual service of mankind,albeit intellectually, should be the work of philosophical analysis, construction, reconstruction, structuring and restructuring in the context of modern practical needs of man. I see philosophy performing the jobs of fulfilling the mission of interpreting man’s environment and the principle of life in applied social and pure sciences. Philosophy must move from theory and mere speculation to assisting man not only to make sense of life’s challenges but also in re-organizing and remodeling his family, community and state organizations to achieve the common good of all. This task can only be fulfilled through the adoption of moral values, human values, analyzed values, and communal values. Throughout the research work and the preparation for this lead paper, I have grappled with my bossom project in philosophy known as PHILARA – to repackage philosophy to work and serve mankind, to be relevant to man, to have a practical correspondence in the elevation of the social, moral, economic, political and developmental condition which millennium man grapples daily with. Such a task and framework falls squarely into the search for man’s lost values in his university educational endeavors. We are facing a moral dilemma and challenge in our search for an ethically and morally balanced university education in Nigeria.
Our university education lacks an ethical, moral and value content and we are convened here today to probe the halls of philosophy to acquire a workable, working and efficacious moral methodology. For that we must reconstruct the seminal meaning of philosophy as a discipline.
In a literal sense ‘philosophy’ means ‘love of wisdom’ – ‘philo’ ‘sophia’. Philosophy came to stand for knowledge in general about man and the universe (2). Knowledge was divided into logic (includes what is now called epistemology), physics (includes all we now call science and ethnics (includes what we now call philosophy of mind and psychology). Natural philosophy, dealing with the world of nature and moral philosophy, dealing with man were the descendants of physics and ethics. Moral philosophy is normally limited ethics (4). Language also conceives the discipline ‘the love or pursuit of wisdom i.e. the search for basic principles. Traditionally, it comprises five branches of study: metaphysics, ethics, aesthetics, epistemology and logic (5). When we say that somebody wants to philosophize it is taken to mean that he wants to theorize and moralize (6). Basically therefore we are theorizing on a value-based university education and moralizing about the relevance of infusing values into the curriculum, administration and the environmental of context of our university education in Nigeria. Our task is fundamentally philosophic, dialectical and practical. In marrying philosophic theory and practice, we shall not only enquire into the basic concepts of today’s symposium but we shall also incorporate practical aspects of conduct which will lead to the production of graduates with requisite skill, knowledge and the moral balance to contribute to natural development. Beginning from the 1950s, the pure sciences and social sciences began shortly to emerge as specialized disciplines different from philosophy service than philosophy is becoming more practically and methodologically.
Distinguished assuming as specialized studies, every department of human endeavour. It uses and applies the subjects of reflections to study the affairs of man. Hence philosophy asks about the knowledge of man, his society and his relationships in life. Philosophy goes further to ask: of what value is man’s knowledge if it does not lead to a better ethnical conduct and happier lives? If man acquires knowledge of skills and aptitude for economic living, should we not be interested in asking the basic question of whether he puts his skills and knowledge whether he puts his skills and knowledge to common good or common harm? Philosophy has therefore both theoretical and practical ends.
“the philosopher must still have an eye for the difference between questions for reflection and question for observation7.

Philosophy has a traditional task of performing theoretical, speculative and empirical analysis to make sense and meaning of man’s complex world. Without meaning, life, as an enterprise, would be valueless, frustrating and an open ended game where there are no moral choices for man to grapple with his existence. Philara is anew garb for philosophy in action; of a value-guided study and of practical philosophy. However, one might establish that it was Socrates who could be associated with an elementary philosophy philara. As concurred by Paul Rahe in his introduction to the philosophers handbook.
“it was Socrates who first summoned philosophy down from the heavens, settled it in the cities, introduced it into the homes of men and forced it to make inquiry into life and moral and things end and good. . .8

ETHICS/MORALITY
 Today’s project began: we started perceiving nationwide what we could define as ethical and moral dilemmas. We increasingly witnessed a situation in which members of the university community and graduates from our universities were exhibiting morally dysfunctional behaviours and conducts unbefitting of our universal education environments. What then is ethics is an enquiry into how men ought to act in general, not as a means to an end. The subject matter of ethics includes but not limited to ‘tough, obligation, duty, right, wrong, etc. however, the primary fields of ethics is ‘value and the primary concepts are the valuable, the desirable, the good in itself 9.
Morals and ethics are considered usually synonymous. However, morals apply more to the individual than to the society and ethics apply more to the society as a group than to an individual. Immorality in man takes him further away from the path of righteousness. But being infectious, immorality in man breeds more immorality in the society. Thus the ethical standards in any community are basically dependent on the moral background of the individuals. A deviation from moral norms of a single individual usually leads him to his own failure. But a similar deviation in civic standards by a man in authority may shatter the community, the society or the university itself.
Therefore, as Rao confirmed ethically elsewhere that:
Progress of man and his society depends more on reiterating and reinstating the moral norms of the individual. . .establishing ethical standards in society10.

We can then go further to affirm that the science of morals is ethics. Ethology, the science of character formation has emerged and those who are interested in the application of ethical, moral and human values to man’s situation and environment are known today as ethologists. Ethologists are rightfully concerned with the moral science of good character formation either through religion, culture or education.
CHARACTER
What is character? To have the right conceptual framework of mind that will introduce the true meaning of human character, let us ponder over the words of Sathya Sac Baba, the world most famous ethologist:
Policies without principle, science without humanness, commerce without morality and education without character are not only useless but positively dangerous. . .education fasters man’s ethical and spiritual wealth that sustain his character and teaches him to eschew selfishness and imbibe the spirit of sacrifice11.

Sri Sathya Sai Baba is the greatest ethologist of all times. His symbol is a flowering lotus. It symbolizes rehabilitation of the human mind in the same mundane environment man lives. He is the founder of EHV – Education to Human values.
The word character means different things in different people and in different situations. But the stable definition sees character as amorally desirable good. The relevant usage we are interested in serves from and furthers the ideas of Sathya Sai education in human values in relation to the distinctive individual qualities of a person impressing upon other human fellows in his environment. Thus, the student, administrator and teacher must depict distinctive good moral characters in their dialectical relationship with each other in the university environment. Most importantly, the content of the administrative orientation, framework and curriculum of the community must be character formative, molding the character of the students, teachers and event the administrators. Character flows from the mind of the individual into his behaviour patterns with others. Defining character further, Baba shows that is has nothing to do with either the physical structure or the social status of an individual:
. . . you may be a man or a woman, rich or poor, ugly or good looking, yellow or black, coloured or colourless, your true worth depends only on your character and living a life of morals. . .12.

The Webster Dictionary goes even further:
Character is the total quality of a person’s behavour, as revealed in his habits of thought and expression, his attitudes and interests, his action and his personal philosophy of life13.

We are of the enlightened position that our university environments must become the ethical factory for the manufacture of students and graduates with knowledge and sterling characters. Sathya Sai Baba compares sterling character to the gold found in the ornamental jewel.
Sterling character in a man is like the sterling gold in an ornamental jewel. The potential value of the jewel is only in its gold content and the real value of man similarly is dependent on his inherent character. Before taking the final shape of a shining jewel, it has to go through two basic process. The unwanted ingredients in the raw material of gold have to be removed for isolating pure gold and the second one is to process that gold into a shining jewels14.

The Sathya Sai Education in Human Values (SSEHV) sees the job of educational institutions with a heavy character formation task:
“The education system outside the home has therefore the responsibility of providing a continuance of fundamental human values to mould the child’s character more than equipping it only to be an operator of a money-making machine for the rest of its life. . . the development of character is a chain reaction of the mind: thoughts lead tomotives and motives lead to actions; actions lead to habits and it is your habits that determine human character. . .13 (Sai Baba op cit p. 205).
EHV
EHV is an acronym for education in Human Values. It is a value-based education system that reforms, strengthens and polishes man with the sterling qualities that define human character. Sathya Sai Baba’s concept of EHV is the answer to our problem of moral and ethical dilemmas faced within and outside the four walls of our university education. To impact morality and character to our university educational system we must internalize and adopt the framework of education in human values currently and widely integrated into several European and Asian tertiary institutions. Before we go into the concept of EHV, let us first take a critical look into the analysis faced by the moral crisis faced in our universities today:
“The system of education prevalent how teaches that happiness one derives from the service is all the happening one can get, that one needs to get. It does not disclose to the individual.

The eternal source of Aananda he has within himself. There is no training in the art of mental peace. Nor is one told about the secret of attaining the state of equanimity amidst the confusion of modern civilization. Everyone is induced to float with the current that drags humanity down to fear, anxiety and despair – modern education produces only fools. It does not produce wise men, who can meet life calmly and bravely. It produces men who know how to fulfill themselves with information, devise tools or handle them for destruction of fellowmen or cater to the whims of the senses. Education is not for mere living. It is for life, a fuller life, a more meaningful and more worthwhile life. There is no harm if it is also for a gainful employment, but the education must make you aware that existence is not all. The present system of education aims at making you breadwinners and citizens. It does not give you the secret of a happy life – namely discrimination between the real and the unreal which is the genuine training you need15. The Sathya Sai education in human values with its character formation content is well enhanced by Mazi Kanu Oji in his quantitative and God-centered education:
It is now appropriate to state the writer understands of the QUALITAIVE EDUCATION programme, which is the subject of this paper. Before that, it is equally important to understand what ought to be covered in order to justify the use of the epithet, qualitative, to describe any education programme for this country of the present era. In the first place, such a programme must cater to ALL the three ends of education which have evolved throughout the ages as essential to the fullness of life and functional utility in all societies; that is, the psychomotor, the cognitive, and the affective. The inter-relationship of the three ends is so close that it is not difficult to perceive why any programme of education which catered principally to one or two only of the three cannot be effective in promoting a functional qualitative education for Nigeria of today.
Secondly, the necessary inputs and materials for instruction as well as the surrounding environment of instruction must be of a standard in numbers, assortments and quality sufficient to be conducive to the learning process and to promote emotional balance and reasonable comfort in which the student can study effectively.
Thirdly, the manner and routine of instruction must motivate the student to dedicate his efforts to excellence in order that a Nigerian impact on the world of knowledge may become a possibility in the foreseeable future. It must be cost effective and reflect a balance with the cost of other social needs which must necessarily be pursued simultaneously by the state for overall harmony in the development of the nation.
And last but by no means the least, it must pursue education in accordance with the letter and spirit of the constitution of the second Republic, which establishes Nigeria as One Nation under God. God- centered education is a programme of education which neither is anti-God in content, practice or intent nor discourages directly or indirectly due reverence to God, religious education and the God worshipping habits of students. As a matter of fact, such a programme of education permits the fear of God  and the teaching of the nation’s major religions as part of the course materials intended to achieve the effective end of education to go on hand in hand with other forms of instruction which cater to the other two more materialistic needs – the psychomotor and cognitive ends of education. As a result, such an education programme takes into full account the valuable role which religious missions throughout the ages have played in furtherance of education and leaves room for contribution to continue to flow from such sources to supplement the efforts of the state (16).

Despite the pervasive feeling and observation of the need for moral functional and educational re-armament in our general school system and in university education in particular, a lot of people fail to appreciate the role and significance of a character-based and EHV system of knowledge dispensation. This brings to mind the meaning of the concept of knowledge, another keyword in today’s symposium. What is knowledge?
KNOWLEDGE
In our working definition of philosophy, we did agree that philosophy is “therefore of wisdom”. And, I ask, what is wisdom? Wisdom, according to Kenneth Idiodi is applied or correctly applied knowledge to solve human problem (17). Idiodi, Kenneth, in his classical work for Nigeria’s moral regeneration entitled “Medifocus for Nation Building in Nigeria”18 and Lewis Drucher, in his book “Philosophy for Practical Action”, sees “wisdom as the right application of knowledge19. Knowledge could be seen as the duration and quality of skills, competences, abilities, aptitudes and information required by man, passed on from generation to generation, for his survival and realistic adaptation to his environment(20) philosophy of education seeks to study general theoretical problems of the possibility, nature aims and methods of acquiring education (21). Education has knowledge dispensation as its main subject matter. We need to establish a basic foundation for new research at this juncture. Knowledge of skills and information must be combined with another kind of knowledge: the knowledge or morals and human values that inform, nurture and form good character. This need explain why Lacey’s question “does education aiming at knowledge differ from education aiming at moral action (22) has been overtaken by events since one can not be completed without the other.


THE ETHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF A CHARACTER-BASED EDUCATION IN OUR UNIVERSITIES







Human capital development in our Nigerian universities cannot be complete without balancing the two equal scales of acquiring new skills/competence frameworks which enable people to give leadership, to run organizations effectively and, equally, acquiring non-skillful moral values which empower man to use those skills to do good. The non-skillful moral values restrain and train man to use his skills for the good,  the overall welfare of man and the entire society. Technology and science will then be used for the betterment of man. All the other development indices become incomplete if the moral equation is not balanced. We ask the question, to what end do we subject the other developments in human society? In what does education in human values consist?
Sathya Sai Education in Human Values (SSEHV) is a model for the development of beauty and character in a human being leading to the blossoming of human excellence. SSEHV leads to the blossoming of the leadership values; vision/mission; the power to restore human dignity in any place you find yourself both while in school and out of school; leads to the eradication of all bad character traits such as drug abuse, cultism, violence and corrupt tendencies; it is a love to assist others and to remove selfishness in thinking and actions; in place of egoistic pride, we are made to cherish God and humility; it leads to respect for elders; it cultivates a love for motherland; and finally, it enhances regard and equal treatment of all people regardless of sex, tribe, race, religion or social class or differences.
EHV/YOUTH DEVELOPMENT –The Leaders of Tomorrow?
It is trite to say that youths are leaders of tomorrow but it is only youths imbued with education in human values (EHV) who can be the ideal and practical leaders of tomorrow. Education in Human values was conceived by Sathya Sai Baba to address the dwindling values which define an integrated personality, but which are missing today from both youths and elders in Nigeria. It supplies the missing gap between formal education and the development of the character and perversity of the child, youths and adults. It develops the beauty and strength of character in every ideal human being capable of serving society.








One principal problem we have in Nigeria is the acquisition of knowledge without the correspondent development of good character – a social sin. EHV adds core moral values as building blocks to character. These values are part and parcel of what we define as the beautiful flowers of   ideal character building that civilize the educated man which makes us to call such a person an enlightened being. They are Trust, Love, Peace, Right conduct and non-violence. These basic human values are universal and unchanging. All religions, ethnic nationalities and indigenous peoples demand that their adherents, devotees and peoples pursue them and, in our educational system we cannot do anything less than to integrate them into our curriculum and use it as general studies program for all faculties and departments in our Nigeria universities.
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